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Consider the following paradox: Few people would balk if researchers offered smokers $1000 to participate in a year-long randomized trial of a smoking cessation intervention, yet many would find it distasteful for a large employer to pay its smoking employees an extra $1000 if they remained smoke-free for 1 year.

Early evidence suggests that financial incentives can effectively promote the cardioprotective behaviors of smoking cessation, weight loss, and cholesterol reduction. Incentives are also currently being studied as a means of promoting warfarin adherence. Further research is needed to determine which incentive structures and amounts are optimal, assess the ability of incentives to produce sustained behavior changes, and evaluate the cost-effectiveness of implementing incentive programs.

Ethical dimensions of the incentives themselves are also in need of further analysis. For example, some have charged that financial incentive programs are coercive, inequitable, and inconsistent with shared social values. Others have even suggested that implementing incentive programs serves to punish patients for their illnesses. In this essay, we outline the rationale for incentive programs to promote cardiovascular health, identify the ethical arguments that have been used to challenge such programs, and assess the merits of these arguments.

A Troubling Status Quo
Behaviors that threaten cardiovascular health are among the leading causes of premature deaths and rising healthcare costs worldwide. Within any partly or wholly nationalized healthcare system, the costs of caring for patients who smoke, eat excessive or unhealthy foods, or fail to heed physicians’ other recommendations tend to be subsidized by those with healthier lifestyles. Similarly, within employer-sponsored health plans, the costs of caring for employees with unhealthy behaviors are borne, in part, by their colleagues who make healthier choices. Although such risk pooling is an essential feature in insuring any group of people, it is intrinsically unjust for the unhealthy choices of some to negatively influence the availability of resources or costs of care for others. Thus, if financial incentives were shown to be cost-effective in curtailing unhealthy behaviors, considerations of justice would suggest their broad implementation.

An additional problem with the status quo is that many people who exhibit unhealthy behaviors wish to change but have great difficulty doing so. Many people want to quit smoking, lose weight, or better adhere to their medical therapies, but few actually achieve these goals. Thus, effective financial incentive programs would also be beneficial, providing patients with tools to help them achieve their health goals.

Concerns With Financial Incentives
Despite these arguments, using financial incentives to promote health raises several concerns. The first concern is that financial incentives may unduly infringe on individuals’ decision-making autonomy. Left alone, some people voluntarily choose salubrious lifestyles to reduce their risks of future health problems; others accept these long-term risks and live with them rather than foregoing the short-term gratifications offered, for example, by tobacco use. Many
people may be uncomfortable with incentive programs because they inherently imply that these latter people are making bad decisions, and that governments or employers that seek to change behaviors somehow know better. However, because incentives merely counter our self-defeating tendencies toward immediate gratification without constraining our options, it is difficult to argue that they infringe on autonomy. In this way, incentive programs are an example of asymmetrical or libertarian paternalism; they steer people toward making better choices without actually limiting what those choices are.

A second concern with financial incentives is that they might represent unjust inducements—that is, they may be disproportionately influential on the least well-off or most vulnerable. In this way, however, incentives are no different than taxes on cigarettes or sugared beverages, which may preferentially dissuade smoking and sugar consumption among lower-income people. Thus, as with such regressive taxes, incentive programs ought not be considered unjust because society has a legitimate role in helping those who face barriers to helping themselves and because the disproportionate burdens of cardiovascular disease among the poor imply that they stand to benefit the most from incentive programs. Unlike concerns that payments to research participants or living kidney donors may be unjust if they target the poor to help the rich, health-promoting incentives reward the poor for helping themselves. Finally, if incentives helped financially disadvantaged persons become healthier, these persons might be more productive in workplace settings, promoting greater financial equality in the long term.

A third concern is that by offering incentives for behaviors that people ought to adopt anyway, we may promote mercurial values and subvert social values. This general concern has two components. First, if introducing external incentives “crowds out” peoples’ intrinsic motivations to improve their own health, incentives might undermine long-term health outcomes. However, this part of the concern regards the efficacy of incentives, not the ethics. The possibility that incentives may prove ineffective on balance highlights the need for careful research before changing policy, but does not make incentives unethical. The other component of this concern is that because offering financial incentives for healthy behaviors highlights the value of money, such programs may unintentionally deemphasize the intrinsic values of hard work and charitably assisting those in need. Despite the considerable merits of such nonmonetary values, theoretical concerns that health incentives might have such far-reaching effects must be balanced against their more likely effects on curtailing the injurious social norms of smoking and overeating.

The fourth concern with incentives relates to privacy. Because the efficacy of incentives must be monitored (eg, salivary or urinary cotinine measurements might be used to document smoking cessation), such programs could increase governments’ or employers’ involvement in peoples’ private lives. However, because the costs of people’s decisions are at least partly borne by third parties who pay for health care services, governments and employers have legitimate interests in promoting health and reducing absenteeism. Furthermore, because incentive programs should not be compulsory, people who value privacy more than rewards could avoid such monitoring by simply opting out from incentive programs.

Fifth, some may consider it unfair to pay Peter to accomplish something that Paul does for free. However, if Peter and Paul have the same insurer (as is always true within a nationalized health insurance program), then Paul is already paying for the consequences of Peter’s smoking. Thus, Paul could also benefit from paying Peter to quit. Furthermore, although such programs reward people who have failed to help themselves while ignoring those who have succeeded, liberal societies regularly provide such targeted support. Paying the obese to promote weight loss is not fundamentally different from providing assistance after a hurricane to homeowners who had failed to purchase insurance.

Are Incentives Fair in Heterogeneous Populations?

Perhaps the most vigorous charge levied against financial incentives is that because people differ in their abilities to modify unhealthy behaviors, linking payment to the successful achievement of health outcomes discriminates against those with greater environmental, economic, or genetic barriers to change. Inadequate social support, mental illness, and poor access to care all represent real barriers to changing unhealthy behaviors. Furthermore, there is growing evidence that heritable genetic factors influence how easily people can stop smoking or lose weight. Thus, rewarding the achievement of health outcomes could unfairly favor those living in more amenable social settings or with more forgiving genomes.

By this logic we may properly condemn programs that would charge fees to or restrict insurance eligibility for people who fail to attain targeted results. However, whereas such disincentive programs may deprive those most in need of help and widen welfare gaps among employees or citizens, offering positive incentives for better health can only promote individuals’ well-being. Incentive programs place no restrictions on anyone’s opportunity to achieve better health, and may prove to have the greatest effects among those who have been least able to attain desirable health goals without incentives.

Conclusions

Controlling healthcare costs requires that choices be made regarding how resources are allocated. Diseases that are caused or exacerbated by behavioral choices have been suggested as targets for restricting the allocation of both truly scarce resources (eg, transplantable livers for patients with alcoholic cirrhosis) and fiscally scarce resources (eg, percutaneous coronary intervention for obese smokers). Although withholding services from patients perceived to be responsible for their illnesses might reign in healthcare costs, this approach inappropriately forces physicians or government agencies to adjudicate the morality of prior health behaviors through selective rationing. Instead, governments and employers can and should try to curtail unhealthy behaviors by making it easier for people to choose short-term actions that are consistent with their own long-term interests. If we learn that incentive programs are less cost-effective than...
alternative means of promoting cardiovascular health, or that they carry unintended consequences such as encouraging certain people to adopt unhealthy behaviors so as to become eligible for incentives, then broadly implementing these interventions may be unwise. But given the promise of incentives to favorably modify behavior, we should not let inchoate views that the incentives themselves are unethical prevent us from studying them in earnest.
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